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"...a path from where we are to where we should be." --Peter Maurin

Why This Issue?
With the holidays upon us, the Catholic Worker community here on the Northside has so much to look forward
to—much of which will revolve around food. We suspect it may be the same for you. Whether you most look forward to digging out that old family recipe, acquiring and preparing the ingredients, sharing the cooking experience
with friends and family, feasting while sharing stories with loved ones, or the aftermath of lounging around in your
pajamas, there’s no denying that there are a lot of meaningful experiences that occur in and around the sharing of
food during this time of year.
James Meinert kicks off our issue on Meals with looking at the true meaning of a meal. Timmy Cosentino, the
resident professional cook shares his two favorite recipes—“Where there is not love, put love, and you will draw
love out.” and “Catholic Worker soup—make too much and invite too many!” Kathy Cosentino, Timmy’s mother,
writes that spending Thanksgiving at Karen House has really changed the entire holiday for her. Armani Owens,
friend of Karen House, tells us a little about her experience of meals while staying in the house as a guest, and, as
many other authors throughout this edition will echo, she leaves us with the reminder that “…at the end of the
day we are all family in Karen House.” Jason Ebinger, one of the newest additions to the Kabat House community
and first time contributor to the RoundTable, tells us why meals are so important to his experience of community,
especially while school demands much of his time and energy. Our punny Megan Heeney tells us about the beauty
of the beloved Breakfast Brigade, dormant for now but sure to make a comeback! Teka Childress reminds us that
people come to Karen House for food, but folks come by also for each other- for community! Teka also gives us a
thoughtful account of how the sandwich ministry came to be at Karen House, and gives us an intimate view of the
folks who helped initiate and continue this sharing for so long. Jerry King and Jim Ford, who have been volunteering around the house for longer than I’ve personally been alive, tell us how meaningful their experiences here have
been for themselves, their families, and their friends. Finally, throughout you will find a few of our recipes—feel
free to cut them out and pass them on!
Even if you’re unable to share the holidays with us here in St. Louis, we hope that these messages of nourishment, learning, commitment, tradition, service, belonging, and enjoyment may taste familiar to you. If something
you read here was new, I encourage you to try it out for yourself, and maybe share with a friend—after all, that’s the
great thing about new recipes! From our family to you and yours—we wish you all the best this holiday season!
-Ashleigh Lynne Packard

Pacifist Pasta with Peas and Ham

Ingredients
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cream Sauce (See General Recipes
for Three Cream Sauces for Pasta)
2 pkg. pasta (Fettuccini noodles
are best!)
3-4 cups peas (2 cans or so)
1-2 pounds cooked ham
Cheese to top – parmesan is best
Salt, pepper and nutmeg to taste

Directions
1.
2.
3.

Cook pasta; meanwhile, make
cream sauce of your choice.
Combine both into pot, along
with peas, ham, and seasonings. Top with cheese to serve.
As Megan, our resident community punster would say,
easy-peasy!
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The Significance of Meals
by James Meinert

we have, spend time with each other, and eat—letting food
bind us where isolation, racism, sexism, homophobia etc.
try to pull us apart.
Sharing a meal together also took on revolutionary
meaning during the time after Jesus. In delving into the
meaning of the shared meal I came across a lot of literature
on Jesus and Christianity (not surprising given the hegemony of Christianity and the centrality of the Last Supper
to Christians). But one book in particular, In the Beginning
Was the Meal by Hal Taussig, stood out in its analysis of
how important shared meals were to the formation of
Christianity as a group with its own unique identity. The
meal was not only a time to come together to eat, but was

If you go looking into a dictionary, the word, “meal”
may be defined simply as the space of time when one
eats. But when I think of meals that I’ve enjoyed in my
life, when I think of the significance of meals, not just in
our culture, but in every human culture (as far as I know),
then I think a meal is much more than that. So for our
purposes we’ll be using the word "meal" to talk about those
times when humans are not just eating, but eating together.
Throughout history, meals have ranged from small snacks to
massive feasts, and in every different human culture, eating together has meant different things to different groups.
But, because both food and community are so essential
for human survival, it makes sense that when we do both
things together—eating and sharing our communal lives—it
takes on a new level of significance.
There may have been a time in human history when
sharing our food together was necessary for survival—a
time when those who ate alone did so because they had
no tribe or clan they belonged to anymore and thus ate
in order to survive. And it also makes sense, to think of
humans without grocery stores truly needing each other for
survival and thus eating together, not only out of enjoyment,
but of necessity. A person eating alone was also hunting,
gathering, and cultivating alone—which made starvation
likely—and reproduction extremely unlikely.
But for most of us today, if we are eating alone it is not
because we no longer have a group of humans we belong
to. It is much more likely that we are eating alone because
we desire solitude, or are in a hurry, or are enjoying our
TV, or are simply living alone, etc. Our society has been
set up so that we can eat in isolation quite often and it
doesn’t impair our survival chances. In a way I think that’s
a good thing! Most people eating alone today haven’t
been banished from society (though there are some in
prison in isolation). This cultural reality, though, has given
eating together even more meaning in our culture because
we no longer need to eat together to survive—but I think
we do need to eat together in order to thrive. Because
we live in an oppressive society—a society that drives us
apart to keep us isolated—there is a way in which coming
together is revolutionary. It is revolutionary to share what

"... the meal for early Christians was not only a spiritual experiencecommemorating the Last Supper- but also a deeply communal, social,
and political experience." Graphic source: Fritz Eichenberg

multipurposed: it was a time when people shared sacred
stories, experimented with social and gender dynamics,
and even resisted the oppressive empire they lived under.
(These meals were not a daily occurrence but a weekly or
monthly feast.) So the meal for early Christians was not only

James Meinert just turned 30 and reminded us at his birthday party how important it is to be connected
to one another. He continues to fight against all the oppressive structures that separate us.
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to place and throughout history. The meal my mother prepared
a spiritual experience—commemorating the Last Supper—but
was in many ways a typical dinner in the United States. There
also a deeply communal, social, and political experience. Afwas some meat, a grain, a vegetable, and something sweet
ter Jesus’ example, they were questioning the social norms
at the end. This wasn't always the case in the US. Dinner, the
of the day in the division of classes and sexes and striving
largest meal of the day, used to be in the middle of the day
for the inclusion of women and slaves in the leadership of
and only with the industrial revolution moved to the end of
their new community. In the meal they had a time when
the day. People needed to be able
they could come together and
to eat something smaller and
experiment with those new
faster when working in factories
dynamics. This manifestation
whereas traditionally farmers
of a new social dynamic was
wanted a large meal in the
in itself a resistance to the
middle of the day to hold them
empire which tried to proscribe
over. Ways of sharing meals
one culture, one dynamic on
that seem normal now have
all people. It was an essential
been changed and influenced
piece to Christian resistance to
by industry and capitalism. The
empire. Today, Christianity still
food expected in a meal is not
has within it the potential for
only cultural but has to do with
bringing revolutionary change
economics and class also.
when it creates spaces for
When the first colonialists
people to ask those same quesarrived
to this continent they
tions about society, and allows
were
shocked
at how the inthem to experiment with new
digenous
ate.
Native
Americans
dynamics. Significantly, Christiwould
often
eat
just
one thing
anity still has the shared meal
at
a
time,
such
as
a
piece of
at the heart of its practice.
meat;
sometimes
the
same
But the Last Supper isn't
one
throughout
the
day,
taking
the only significant meal in
"I imagine from their perspective the colonialists looked uncivilized—eating so
some whenever they felt hunChristianity. In the Bible, there
much at two or three times a day rather than simply eating when their bodies
are many significant meals
asked for nourishment. " gry. The colonialists saw this as
a sign that the indigenous were
including the wedding feast at
uncivilized. I imagine from their
Cana, the meal on the road to
perspective
the
colonialists
looked
uncivilized—eating so much
Emmaus, and, my favorite, when the prodigal son is welcomed
at
two
or
three
times
a
day
rather
than simply eating when
back with a feast. This child was lost and is now come home—
their
bodies
asked
for
nourishment.
time to have a big meal together.
But it seems that with the spread of capitalism, much of
My sister is a bit of a prodigal daughter in our family
the
Western
European way of working and eating has spread
after moving to Oakland. My parent’s conservativeness and
with
it
and
many
industrialized cultures around the world take
her feelings of not being truly welcome have led to her not
three
meals
a
day
though the food still varies.
coming home as often and of not really enjoying it when
While
there
are
many ways of sharing meals and feasts
she does. Then, recently my sister came out as queer to our
together—all
times
of
day; laying, sitting, standing, walking,
parents by telling them she wanted to come home with her
and
even
dancing;
eating
with utensils, sticks, or fingers; sogirlfriend. My parents don’t like talking about issues in which
cializing
or
eating
in
silence—the
coming together to share
they perceive there will be conflict or confrontation, so they
a
meal
is
a
significant
act
and
sometimes
even revolutionary.
didn’t really say much, though it was obvious they were unIt
is
during
meals
that
we
nourish
both
our
bodies and our
comfortable. All our siblings came into town for the occasion.
souls.
It
is
during
meals
that
we
plan
out
drastic
changes in
When we arrived at my parent’s house, my mom had worked
our
lives,
listen
to
our
deepest
pains,
and
celebrate
our greatall day at preparing a veritable feast: more appetizers than
est
joys.
From
births
to
deaths,
birthdays
to
weddings,
we
I’d ever seen in that house, homemade bread, two types of
mark
the
occasion
with
a
meal.
Business
deals
and
whispered
soup, a salad, cookies, pies, ice-cream. I think, in a way, our
revolutions are schemed over meals. The meal is as much a
mother was welcoming Theresa home and expressing her
part of being human as language and decorating our bodies
deep love for her. My siblings and I come home more often
with clothes and jewelry. It is everywhere humans are and
and there is never a feast for us. And this is how it should
it is part of what binds us together and makes us not only
be really. When one of our group (whatever group that may
many small families and communities, but one large human
be) leaves and comes back, we should celebrate it and enjoy
family.
it, and what better way than with an extravagant meal. We
have some sense of togetherness and by feasting we create
more togetherness, more closeness.
Now what is actually eaten during a meal varies from place
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A Recipe for Catholic Worker Soup:
Make Too Much, Invite Too Many
by Timmy Cosentino

and

A Thanksgiving Reflection
by Kathy Cosentino

My earliest memory of cooking a meal at Karen House
was in 2005. It was one of those dreaded moments when
you realize the dinner cooks are just not going to show up. I
wasn’t even a house taker yet. I was just tagging along with
James Meinert. Somehow though, I found myself standing in
the food storage room with Tony HilkIn trying to find something to make for dinner. “Not Pasta” was Tony’s response
to my obvious first suggestion. So we went with my next
thought, “There are a lot of
eggs…” There we were, Tony
and I, frying eggs as fast as we
could to get out a dinner that
was already late. Tony was trying to leave so he could go to
the Cardinals game and I was
in a daze at what was going on.
Eight years later I am still trying
to figure out something other
than pasta to serve and I have
never tried to fry eggs for thirty
people again.
Since that frantic, trial-byfire cooking experience, things
have gotten better. I have
learned a lot about cooking
and a lot about cooking at Karen House. I have even gone
on to get my culinary degree and begun cooking for others
at restaurants. I have spent hours preparing classic French
dishes and pleased no one and I have thrown together questionable combinations of leftovers which were a hit. Thanks
to the Trader Joe’s food donations I have been able to cook
and serve more of an amazing variety of exotic and high-end
food than I ever could have on my own. I still feel dread in

the pit of my stomach when I realize there isn’t a dinner cook
but I am now much more prepared for it. Cooking a meal at
Karen House may not sound like much, but most weeks it
looks like an episode of the Food Network’s Chopped.
Over the years I have cooked many meals at Karen
House. Some were really good and others I would rather not
remember. Most, though, have been just fine. I have two
ideas that really sum up cooking at Karen House. The first
I found looking at the art work
in the library, “Where there is
no love, put love, and you will
draw love out.” The second is
a simple recipe that I recently
stumbled upon but speaks volumes about how I want cooking to be, “A recipe for Catholic
Worker soup; make too much,
invite too many”. This means
a lot to me. Hospitality has become intertwined with feeding people, and trying to feed
them well. I spent two years
helping with Food not Bombs,
and a summer helping Breakfast Brigade. My first job was
with Campus Kitchen where I planned and prepared meals
for people who needed them, and some day I hope to be
able to offer quality food in a space of my own to people
who need it. Maybe it is the Italian blood in me, but it is
hard to make someone feel welcomed if I haven’t offered
any food or tried to cook for them. The large family meals
I had growing up have turned into large Karen House meals
with community and guests. Without a doubt, feeding the

Timmy Cosentino is excited about Winter coming and his dog Noodle turning into a snow-bear!
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hungry is my favorite Work of Mercy and the easiest for me
to do.
Providing a Catholic Worker soup definitely fills one of
my visions of creating community and is something I strive
to offer. I have come to love eating and making soup, and
particularly enjoy making it in the fall and winter. On my day
to cook the big lunches for the house and neighbors, I often make a big pot of soup. At first it was what you might
call a kitchen sink soup. I just threw anything I could find
in there with a flair for seasoning and hoped for the best. I
moved on to soups with a more defined theme such as po-

of pies and cakes, and at least a couple different meats. The
more exciting items may include ginger soy glazed carrots,
turkey pot pie, pumpkin soup, or lamb stew—something to
keep me excited and make the meal interesting. Something I
have learned is that around the holidays everyone wants to
serve the “traditional” holiday meal, so anything I can do to
change it up a bit is appreciated, at least by me.
For the last few years something unexpected but very
special has happened. I convinced my parents to come down
and cook with me, despite the busyness that comes along
with large families during the holidays. Sometimes they are
only there for a couple of hours before going on to the family
meal and sometimes they stay and eat, but they are always
there. It has become my favorite tradition around the holidays and I was very happy when my mom recently asked if
we were helping to cook this past Thanksgiving (later you
will be able to read a little reflection from my mom about
how she feels about cooking the holiday meals.) I live in a
community and love them and I grew up with my family and I
love them but rarely do they come together as they do while
cooking holiday dinners. It is a moment when the doubts
and fears of life recede and I know that if nothing else I am
at that moment doing something good and right, not only
in my life but in my greater family life also. I can’t say how
long I will remain at Karen House (It has been six years come
January 3rd) but I hope to be able to continue my favorite
holiday tradition for a long time to come, and will always
remember my recipe for soup that I learned while cooking
at Karen House.

Photo by: James Meinert

tato or chicken, but always with a flair for seasoning. Since
culinary school, I have been able to zone in on a specific type
of soup, and more often than not stick to it, assuming the
unpredictable Karen House pantry is on my side that day.
Always, though, I have tried to remember my mottos and
put love (and flavor) into the soup (or whatever else I was
making) because this is a physical, tangible result of a life of
hospitality that I hope to offer to someone else. I always try
to make too much, because I want everyone to feel invited
and welcomed at the table.
My favorite meals to cook are the holiday meals because there is so much more excitement and energy in the
house. Normally cooking is a one person job, maybe two.
During the big holiday meals, though, there are a lot of people helping and cooking. The day starts with a big brunch,
which by now we have largely down to a routine. Brunch is
followed by morning celebrations in the house. On Easter
we have an egg hunt and pass out baskets. On Christmas
Eve we have carols and a gift exchange. Intermingled with
clean up is our dinner preparation. The dinner is a big affair, feeding guests, neighbors, friends, and workers alike. On
these days we all eat together at the same time and I aim to
make sure there is plenty of food. I aim for a menu that is
a mix of traditional fare and something a bit more exciting.
There is always mashed potatoes and gravy, sweet potato
casserole, mac and cheese, green bean casserole, a variety

A Thanksgiving Reflection
- Kathy Cosentino
Thanksgiving to most people is all about getting together with family to share a wonderful meal. It is a time to
reflect on our blessings and to express our gratitude. But
it is not the “Norman Rockwell” portrayal for everyone, especially those who are homeless. A couple of years ago my
husband and I were asked by our son, Tim, to come down
on Thanksgiving Day to help him prepare dinner for the residents and I can honestly say it has changed the whole holiday for me. It is now about giving and not about the meal.
It is reaching out to others and putting my faith into action.
I love being there with Tim and seeing the residents come
into the kitchen to see what is cooking. It is a gift to hear
their gratitude for the small amount of time that I am giving.
It has made me appreciate all that we have and has given the
word “family” a whole new meaning. Karen House is not the
typical family but it is a family and I enjoy being a part of that
very special place.
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Restoring my Relationship with Food
by Mary Densmore

I think the idea of working for justice, as big and complex
as it can seem in our current system, can be summed up in
the simple idea of restoring right relationships. Our relationships have been severely impacted by the dynamics of power,
socialization, privilege and oppression. Coming from a place of
privilege myself, I was often encouraged not to notice these
different dynamics, but once I realized my relationships were
severed with people of color, people with different class backgrounds, people who live in other areas of the world, and with
the earth I lived, walked and breathed on everyday, there was
no turning back. No more illusion of living contently and comfortably, but a picture of the world that included lots of suffering and struggle. But coupled with the decision to sit with all
this pain comes the ability to experience extreme joy, elation,
surprise and celebration which I otherwise could have completely missed out on as well. This is also true as I
reflect on issues of food justice in our neighborhood (and world) and my restored connection to
the earth.
Just a few weeks ago we celebrated the end
of the growing season at our annual Harvest
Party at New Roots Urban Farm. It was a time to
reflect on this past season and all that I learned.
It’s easy to see that from when I began farming
here five years ago up to now, I’ve gained many
practical skills as a farmer, but combined with
these skills has also come an increased awareness and exposure to the many struggles and shortcomings of
our current food system. For example, as we sow seeds, I think
of Monsanto and the ways they patent and genetically modify
seeds for profit. This Fall as we dealt with pests destroying our
collard greens, I grapple with the challenges of organic farming.
We hand pick the bugs off while other farmers obliterate them
along with many other living organisms by spraying chemicals.
As we harvest, I often think of migrant workers, who work in
harsh conditions, out in the fields all day earning poor wages to
make food cheap for the rest of us. Gardening with kids, I am
reminded of how disconnected we are from our food. Carrots
come from the dirt? So many of us consume foods without
even the realization that it comes from the ground… often because it is not in a recognizable form of anything that would. As
we exchange fresh vegetables for vouchers at the food pantry,

I feel despair at how little access many people have to fresh
healthy produce, knowing that food pantries are heavy on nonperishable items and food stamps aren’t sufficient to provide
healthy food to the end of the month.
As I sit around a meal often deeply grateful for the food
and time shared, I look down at my plate questioning my relationship with the food and knowing that it has a story and a
cost—a story of how it was planted, grown and harvested, and
a cost of someone’s time and labor and a taking of the earth’s
resources required to bring it there.
However, in light of sitting with all the injustice there is
in our current food system, the response that many people
including myself are taking by growing our own food brings
a much deeper sense of joy, excitement, and surprise every
time we eat a meal prepared from the work of our hands. The
story of the food I eat becomes more personal. Not
only do I know where the food comes from, but
I have an intimate connection with every step of
the growing process including the work of caring for the soil that it was grown in. The cost of
the food becomes much more personal as well,
knowing it was my time and labor (and that of my
friends I farm with too), that brought the food to
my plate. My connection and relationship with
food is much more restored than it was previousphoto by: James Meinert
ly, and through this restoration I am gifted with
the thrill of producing something with my hands,
and with delicious meals, new skills, a healthier lifestyle, and
new friends.
When I share a meal prepared with food we’ve grown ourselves, I know I am showing up much more present to the occasion. In a way I have no choice but to be more present because
it takes longer to prepare a meal from fresh ingredients that
have to be harvested and washed versus eating food someone
else prepared for me. But also I know that the meal is worth
much more than just eating it quickly and then rushing off to
the next meeting or place I have to go. Sharing food with others means sharing a little piece of myself. Sharing food with
others means not settling for anything less than a great relationship with the earth and all her inhabitants. Sharing food
with others means we’re not alone and we get to work for justice together.

Mary Densmore is going to Nicaragua for two weeks this December to January. She is so excited to see her many
friends that she hasn't seen in years!
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Kabat House Meals
by Jason Ebinger

In three months of living at Kabat House, as well as
for my year as a friend of Kabat House, meals have always
been essential to my experience of community. Last year, it
was the open Tuesday night meals that allowed me to start
getting to know Kabat House community members—as well
as friends and former community members still around the
neighborhood. Every week last fall, I would look forward to
Tuesday nights, when I knew I would have a chance to have
a great conversation or two, meet a few new people, get to
know people better, and hang out in the Farmhouse yard and
enjoy the evening sky, as the sun set sooner and sooner each
week and the air got crisper and cooler—a great respite from
my cinder-block dorm room seven stories removed from the
earth!
In addition, this was one of the only meals of the week
that felt like a meal really should, because it was prepared
lovingly by wonderful cooks, often with at least some food
grown at New Roots or in the various garden beds on the
block. Again, this was much different than what I experienced
while at school—long cafeteria lines with bad food. Further,
on these Tuesday nights I avoided the unjust social dynamics
of who was being served, who was serving, and who washing the dishes. Tuesday nights were the one meal in which I
could feel connected to the work of preparing the meal and
cleaning up after, as well as feel connected to people around
me in a meaningful way.
Since moving into the house, my meals at Kabat House
have become much more frequent but no less important. The
structure of our community is such that many people are away
from the block during the day (myself included), and dinner
is a time to come home and reconnect after our days away
from each other. Not everyone comes every night, but there
are almost always a few of us. It is never quite certain what
is in store. Sometimes all of us are present; sometimes there
are only a couple of us. Sometimes people have to get going
shortly after dinner, but often, people stay around and talk
for a while, even after then meal is done. It is nice to know
that no matter how my day went, I can be assured that I am
coming home to sit down to a meal with someone and have

One of the many delicious and creative meals put together by the
Kabat House folks using recovered food! Photo by: Ashleigh Packard

the opportunity to connect with them.
I often find myself planning my day around meal times.
Meals, in many ways, have become the highlight of my day,
and I do whatever I can to not miss them. If I have a long night
of school work ahead, I will usually bike the three miles back
home only to eat, hang out a while, and turn around to go
back to school. Without these meals, there would certainly
be less of a sense of community. It is a break from our busy
days and a way to slow down. Even if I feel busy, I go because
I know I have to eat, but I leave being reminded of how great
it is to take a break and connect with the people I love.

Jason Ebinger was so excited in the telling of his recent experience of learning to tan a hide (along with Carolyn
and Tery's son, Finn) that he nearly converted a die-hard vegetarian to reconsider her thinking.
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Breakfast Brigade—An Eggsperiment in
Building Butter Community
by Megan Heeney

Eight years ago I was approached by Christen Parker
at Karen House, Kabat House, three apartments on SLU’s
about a project she longed to start in St. Louis. Christen had
campus, two apartments on Lindell between Spring and
moved to STL from Gainesville, FL and had enjoyed building
Sarah, an apartment on Waterman and the Jesuits’ space at
community with Catholic Workers there. They had a practice
Bellarmine House. Many SLU students, Jesuits and Catholic
of having a weekly breakfast
Workers enjoyed the practice
with people at a local Tempoof sharing food with friends
rary Labor Agency. The focus
and building relationships
of their meals together was
with those who were coming
building community, while
for day labor jobs and trying
providing a healthy, filling
to find housing or income for
meal that would give people
their families.
the energy needed to start a
Often we would have
long day of work or a tedious
sleep-overs on Tuesday nights
day of waiting at the Temp
and wake each other in the
Agency. Christen desired to
morning with Girlyman, 4
start this sort of hospitality
NonBlondes, or OASIS tunes
practice with friends in St.
for inspiration. Sometimes we
Louis.
would get creative and make
Some eager friends and I
fresh muffins, banana breads
agreed to work with Christen
or have tropical fruit from a
on this project. We met at
food run at Karen House. The
her apartment in Forest Park
meals were pieced together
"At the beginning, I thought the plates, candles, tableclothes and flowers were gracefully from donations. For
South East one Fall morning
not important, but I was wrong. The point of breakfast brigade was illuminating
at 4:00 am to start boiling
beauty." Photo by: Ashleigh Packard years, lawyers who were part
eggs, making fresh juices, arof the St. Cronan community
ranging fruit bowls and preparing warm bread with honey
donated 4-6 dozen eggs to us every week.
butter. Our goal was to make simple, nutritious, warm
At the beginning, I thought the plates, candles, tablebreakfasts and serve them to our new friends on fancy
clothes and flowers were not important, but I was wrong.
plates with silverware and cloth napkins. Christen had a
The presentation was so crucial. The point of Breakfast Brigift for locating baskets, plates, silverware and tablecloths
gade was illuminating beauty. The beauty of the friendships
from the Goodwill and we could serve food with simple
created, the beauty of delicious, fresh, free food and the
elegance on fold out tables. Often we would bring a fresh
beauty of coming together to watch the sun rise. Breakfast
vase of flowers from a neighbor’s yard and have candles lit
Brigade was “an oasis, the little cell of joy and peace in a
on the table for ambiance.
harried world.”(Dorothy Day)
Over the next four years we would boil eggs in many
Sharing in the meal with each other was a gift. It was the
different places on Wednesday mornings. We met at
best breakfast we had all week. The simple meal brought us
Christen and Rodney’s apartment in Tower Grove. We met
together, it broke down barriers between staff at the Temp

Megan Heeney gets all the blame (or is it praise?) for her punny title. She gave strict instructions that
we could change almost anything in her article but it.
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service and laborers, and between SLU students and those
who may not have finished high school. The barriers were
broken down when all of us ate together. Many at Labor
Ready said that Wednesday was their favorite day to come
look for work, because even if there wasn’t any work at least
they had a warm meal with friends.
Slowly energy for the project slowed and we took a
break from Breakfast Brigade three years ago, when only
two of us were regularly able to prepare the food. It was
hard to stop Breakfast Brigade because the work was so
life giving, but the early mornings at the time seemed
daunting.
Two months ago I was at the hardware store and ran

Breakfast Brigade was
"an oasis, the little cell of
joy and peace in a harried
world."

into a friendly face. Neither of us could remember how
we knew each other. As we started to walk in different
directions he said, “Wait, were you part of that group at
Labor Ready? The group that came on Wednesday mornings with the egg breakfast on the table outside.”
“Yes.” I replied, so grateful that we had figured out
how we knew each other! He told me that life had gotten a lot better since he was at the Temp service. He had
found full-time work that he enjoyed and an apartment.
His life had “really come together.” He noted how wonderful the breakfasts were, how they were so unique. I
agreed with him and noted that I frequently missed those
early mornings, mixing the honey and butter, waiting to
see who would be at the Temp service and what had happened in their life over the previous week. I often think
that the time may be ripe for beginning the project again.
Please let me know if you are interested.

Karen House Family
by Armani Owens
Hi, my name is Armani Owens and I used to be a resident at Karen House. One of many things I remember the
most about Karen House was how welcoming the Catholic
Workers were. For example: at every lunch, on a weekday,
Karen House invites its neighbors to come and have lunch.
Meals at Karen House are wonderful and the way it is provided is wonderful too.
There is a calendar hung up in the food storage room.
Its pages are filled with volunteers who come in and prepare dinner. I am forever thankful that the volunteers would
take time out of their day to cook. The best meals, the ones
I looked forward to, were the Sunday brunches. I loved Sunday brunches because there was so much variety to choose

from. For example: we usually had biscuits, sausages, eggs,
bacon, pancakes, etc. Overall, it’s not just the food that is
good; the sitting in Karen House is too. I love how at every
meal, from breakfast to dinner, we sit together and have a
civilized meal, because at the end of the day we all are family
in Karen House.

...at the end of the day we are
all family in Karen House
Armani Owens is a dear friend of Karen House, excellent soccer player at the neighborhood Sunday game and
supportive daughter, sister and aunt to members of her family. She just moved into a new home with them all, but
we hope she continues to come see us.
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Holidays at Karen House
by Annjie Schiefelbein
to limit them on holidays. At those times, we try to focus on
celebrating with our Karen House family. We do most of the
cooking and the cleaning ourselves, community and guests.
We play and argue and laugh, we watch movies and fight
over the wishbone, just like in thousands of other homes on
those same days.
It is not always just us at the meals, though. Most holidays, we are joined by families of our guests. We welcome
families who used to live with us and neighbors and friends
who otherwise would not have anywhere
to go. Five years ago Teka invited someone
she worked with, a guy who had been living in a tent by the river for years. It was
his first visit to Karen House, Thanksgiving
Day. Since then, Leo (who has been in his
own apartment now for two years) has
been a fixture at Karen House and a good
friend to several of us in community. Many
of the folks who come for daily lunch also
come to eat with us on holidays, and it is
a joy to serve them holiday-worthy food
in a transformed dining room decorated
for the holidays. One Easter years ago,
Cocoa, who has now been clean for over
five years, showed up completely transformed. A regular fixture of our daily
lunches, he usually appeared happy and
helpful, but unkempt and showing the
Photo by: Jenny Truax signs of living without electricity or water. That Easter, he put on a suit he had
found in our clothing room a few weeks earlier, shaved off
his beard and combed out his beautiful, long hair. He sat at
our Easter meal like a king, not minding the ribbing he was
taking from a number of us.
But the most memorable thing that lives in my heart,
when I think of sitting at holiday meals over the years, is the
women and the kids eating, laughing, and enjoying themselves. Sometimes the meal was the start of their day, and
they came to it dressed up as they prepared to go to church
or to their family’s. Or maybe it was all they had that day,
and they, like me, stayed in their PJs and planned to finish the
meal by taking a place on the couch and watching a movie.
It is those faces, joyful and hopeful, that stay with me. And it
is in sharing those meals with so many, that I know we must
be doing something right.

If we have succeeded in anything at Karen House, it is
evidenced not in the number of women and kids who have
lived with us, nor the number of meals we have served, but
by the women and children who return to visit, to volunteer,
or just to hang out once they have moved on. That is when
we know that we have done something toward our goal of
creating a loving, comfortable home. Often, when our guests
return, what they talk about are the holidays they shared
with us and the meals they cooked and ate on those days.
These times are touchstones for all of us
during the year, but this is particularly
true for our guests.
Most Karen House community
members I know (past and present) talk
about holidays at Karen House with reverence. These celebrations embody how
we want Karen House to feel every day-warm, connected, loving. These days
feel like the world as it should be, but
we only get to experience them a few
days a year. They are magical: the dining room shines with decorations, the
tables are covered with tablecloths, and
festive holiday gear abounds! The food
is of a caliber not possible with everyday
cooking. There is a feeling in the air of
promise that things may actually be better than OK, good even.
The reasons that holidays are particularly poignant at Karen House are
somewhat the same as with any family, but perhaps a little
more dramatic here. One would not expect that a woman
facing a holiday in a homeless shelter would have much to
hope for or celebrate, but the opposite is true. Holidays are
times when hope is a little easier to come by; faith a little
more accessible to all of us. Here, we all come together a
little bit easier in creating the meals. Everybody has a different idea of what constitutes the perfect holiday meal, and
over the years the women and community members plan
the meal and cook together. It provides fascinating conversations like, “Sugar in spaghetti, I’ve never heard of that”, and
“Why is it that you white people like to cover every casserole
with Corn Flakes?”
In general, we want Karen House to feel like a home,
and that is especially true during the holidays. So while
most other days of the year we welcome volunteers, we try

Annjie Schiefelbein is enjoying a winter of wood fires, puppy piles, bird feeding, puzzles, and dreaming about how
awesome 2014 is going to be.
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Tracing a dinner at Karen House from...

Many Hands to Many Mouths

We rely heavily on the almost-expired
meat, produce, and bread we receive from
Trader Joe’s through Campus Kitchen.

Individual people, couples,
families, schools, and workplace
groups from all over St. Louis
cook meals at Karen House.

Next door to Karen House, New
Roots Urban Farm grows beautiful organic produce and often
shares with us!

Countless families, organizations, and schools donate
food to Karen House. We
couldn’t survive without the
support of so many generous
people—from leftover BBQ in
the summer to canned food
drives and church collections.

Dinner is Served!
enu:
On The M
icken
Baked Ch
Corn
Salad
Dessert

The next day, we use
dinner leftovers to
create lunch for the
guests.

d!

erve
S
s
i
h
c
Lun

Following the
guest’s lunch,
we serve a second lunch to
neighbors and
friends.

neighborhood lunch!
On The Menu:
Lunch Leftovers
Sandwiches
Trader Joe’s
Giveaways

enu:
On The M fry
tirChicken S
ostaccoli
Donated M
Salad
Dessert

Our neighbors and friends
take home the neighborhood
lunch leftovers, sandwiches,
and any excess Trader Joes’s
food we have.

The Sandwich Shoppes
by Teka Childress

Marilyn Morrison gave me her usual monthly call, “we’re
Society. Actually, Briggs was president for eighteen years.
on our way.” I take this as my cue, when able, to go and prepare
Briggs laughed and said, “Yeah, I was afraid to call for new
the food storage room for the arrival of the lovely sandwiches
elections, thinking no one would come to the meeting.” They
provided by Annunziata Parish community. These sandwiches
knew from watching him just how busy they might be.
are fondly received by the guests because they are ham and
I asked them to tell me more, though —why had they
cheese and come with condiments and cookies.
taken this on and was there something special about providI asked Marilyn how she
ing food? Marilyn talked about
came to be doing this. She
how meals bring people toturned to her faithful co-sandgether. She spoke about how
wich-deliverer, Briggs Hoffman.
in bringing the ten turkeys
“How many years ago was it?
they planned to bring down
. . . It was 2005, [when] one of
for Thanksgiving, she looked
the parishioners, Angie Doehr
forward to imagining the
had thought the children in
people in the neighborhood
the PSR program would profit
being able to gather together
from helping other people.”
around meals.
Thus began the practice that
Briggs made the point,
each month a different PSR
“What would the poor want
group makes 120 sandwiches
more than food?” Sharing
and talks about the scripture
food is where we are most
passage of Matthew 25. This
united in our humanness. It is
passage reminds those who
the daily ritual in which every
read and follow it where it is
human culture partakes. (Edithat Jesus is found. Marilyn
tor’s
note: after hearing this
"It is only the love we bear that allows the poor to forgive us the breadthat we give
talked about how much the
them..." Photo of Geoff and Marilyn Morrison by Teka Childress story, Jenny Truax added to
kids look forward to making
Brigg’s assessment of what was
the sandwiches. One of them said, “PSR Sunday (each month)
most needed, she said, it’s “bread and roses.” Well Jenny, you
is my favorite Sunday!” I resonated with this, remembering,
are probably right--we need food and beauty. Hopefully we
that when I was in grade school, I sometimes felt isolated or
willremember these essentials in offering hospitality.)
lonely thinking about what really mattered and how much
Among all of the wonderful parishes and friends who also
comfort I found when I finally came to Karen House. Perhaps,
make sandwiches for us to share with our neighbors is Mary,
besides the simple fun the kids having making the sandwiches,
Mother of the Church parish. I had a conversation recently
they too find comfort in connecting to others around such a
with Edward Olander when he called Karen House to ask about
fundamental human need. And, this experience is not only
our current sandwich need. From the beginning of time (or
reserved for and shared by the children, for in the summer
close to the beginning of Karen House anyway) a group of
when the school is closed, the adults step up. Once a month
people have been bringing sandwiches from this parish. They
after the 9:30 mass the parishioners gather to make the
call their effort the Sandwich Shoppe and they make it possandwiches.
sible for Karen House to offer hundreds of meals to the men
I next asked Marilyn how she got involved and she told me
and women from our neighborhood and others who drop by.
that she and Briggs were members of the St. Vincent DePaul
This effort began with Ann Rapisardo who, along with other

Teka Childress believes we can house the many who are homeless in the area. St. Louis Winter Outreach has a team
working on this. Please call her at 314-974-2552 to join this effort.
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friends, came to Karen House for decades. In this way, they
not only provided food to share with others, but became part
of our community, and became friends who could be counted
on. Edward was calling to ask about our interest in providing
healthier sandwiches and was seeking ways The Sandwich
Shoppe could meet the desire that our neighbors have access
to healthier food. When I got off the phone, I turned to the
others from the Karen House community in the office at the
time and talked about how touched I was by his kindness.
One of my favorite quotes is that of St. Vincent DePaul
which I will paraphrase, “It is only the love we bear that allows
the poor to forgive us the bread that we give them.” The gulf

between rich and poor that we humans have created and the
oppression that some must beg for bread, can be crossed only
because of the love and respect we have for those who come
for food. We cross a seemingly uncross-able barrier because we
recognize our oneness and our own unwarranted privilege that
places us in the position in which we find ourselves as the giver.
When we have humility, which simply acknowledges that the
food we give naturally belongs to the receiver, then it is a joyful sharing and a meal that can be truly rejoiced in. This joyful
sharing of a meal is shared and provided by so many sandwich
makers and sandwich receivers. We are truly grateful for all who
participate in any aspect of this shared ritual.

Courtesy Bob Fitch Photo Archive, © Stanford University Libraries

Black Bean and Pumpkin Quesadillas
Directions
1. Mix pumpkin, cilantro, cumin, salt and
pepper in small bowl.
2. Spread into tortillas.
3. Add the black beans and goat cheese
to one side of the tortilla.
4. Fold tortillas in half.
5. Heat quesadilla in a large skillet on
both sides for 2-3 minutes.

Ingredients
•
28 tortillas
•
7 cup canned pumpkin
•
7 cup black beans
•
7 cup shredded cheese –
goat or feta is best
•
3 tablespoons cumin
•
½ cup chopped cilantro
•
Salt, Pepper
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Thirty Years of Cooking at Karen House
by Jerry King

families. However, the imprint of those times together with our
children, serving and breaking bread together with our Karen
House brothers and sisters, was deep and lasting. We see it today in the lives of our kids and grandkids as they have embraced
giving and sharing traditions of their own. And we are proud and
pleased that Teka and Mike have continued the
Christmas breakfast tradition.

When my Mom died, one tribute to her came from an
old high school friend who wrote that fifty years later, he still
remembered the way he felt so at home around the King's
dining room table. My childhood was blessed with that kind
of hospitality, so often underscored by Mom's home cooking.
Marty's family had the same spirit of hospitality. Her Mom
and Dad took in lonely friends and strangers alike, and the
Roy house was always a place where our friends and others
felt welcome and accepted.
So, when Virginia Druhe brought Marty and me to Karen
House back in the early '80's, it was natural that we would
cook for the community and guests. With six children and
busy lives, we weren't able to do it as often as we
would have liked, but we still managed to cook
and serve a number of dinners. Sometimes,
we would prepare and serve with members
of our faith-sharing group, Mark's Community, and sometimes just as the King family.
In every case, we received more than we
gave, especially on those occasions when
we had the opportunity to sit down and
share the meal with community members
and guests.
Our favorite memories of food at
Karen House, though, revolve around
the Christmas breakfasts we prepared and served during the
’80’s and ’90’s, with all the children participating. Christmas
always began in those years in the dining room at KH with
“Midnight Mass” celebrated by John Kavanaugh. Because
the Mass started at 11:00 PM, we would all get to bed really
late. But even then, we would arise early to open presents
and have "plastic donuts" (the Entenman chocolate-covered
kind) and orange juice at our own house before returning to
Karen House to serve breakfast to the guests and the community. The highlight was "Mickey Mouse" pancakes, ears and
all, made lovingly and laughingly by our older sons and then
over the years the tradition passed on to the two younger
boys. Guest children loved the pancakes, and our kids loved
fixing them.
When we decided to start spending the holidays in Portland with our now-grown children a number of years ago,
Marty and I missed those breakfasts with the Karen House
family as much as we missed the holidays with our extended

For the last few years, we have prepared and served dinner
once a month, with our dear friends the Harigs and the Millers.
It is a highlight of our month. We hope the guests and community members who eat these meals with us feel the same way.
Certainly Carl seems to feel that way, since he is always first in
line. Or is it true that Carl is first in line for everyone’s meals?
Several things stand out for me in this tableau of thirty
years. The first is the decision to prepare and serve meals that
we would be pleased to have ourselves, and proud to serve to
our most honored guests in our home. That's the lesson we both
were taught at our mother's knees, and it has served us and the
Karen House community well. Second, we are always amazed
that every meal we serve at Karen House brings a blessing of
some kind. We never know what it’s going to be, but we never
leave without being humbled, gratified and otherwise blessed
by a hug from a child, a welcoming smile from a guest, or the
beginning of a new friendship with someone at the table.

Jerry and Marty King, who are long and dear friends of the KH Community, recently celebrated their 50th wedding anniversary!
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Lifted by Hope
by Jim and Nanette Ford

We started volunteering at the Catholic Worker house
in the late 1970s. We were part of an organization called
Christian Life Communities whose mission centered on
prayer, social justice, and service. Our monthly visits to the
Worker reminded us of Jesus's call to feed the poor and
hungry. We always felt that we received more than we
gave. We were always challenged by the work of the Catholic Workers and the people who lived in the house. But our
spirits were always lifted up by the hope that sprung from
this important community.

Catholic Worker experience gave them a strong foundation
in service and social justice.
Today we still cook once a month at the Catholic
Worker. We have invited some younger families to join us as
our children have gone on to other things. After thirty-five
years we still find our experience at the Catholic Worker
to be one of the most important things we do all month.
After thirty-five years we are still inspired and challenged by
Dorothy Day and all the Catholic Workers. After thirty-five
years we still thank God for the Catholic Worker.
We’ll see you on the first Saturday of every month.

Ammon’s
(Hennacy) Easy
Asparagus
• Rinse and cut off 1-2 inches of the
bottom. Toss with oil, salt and pepper.
• Grill on stovetop, or bake in oven at
425 for 10-15 minutes – until you
can cut through one stalk without a
lot of work.

When we started having children in 1982, it was only
natural to include them in this important ministry. We
have fond memories of our preschoolers playing with the
children of the residents at the Catholic Worker. Our three
children got a taste of the real world and had an opportunity to experience a diverse and multicultural setting that
would be harder to find later on in their lives. Today our
adult children are very comfortable with the service work
they do in their own lives. We strongly believe that the

Nanette Ford is a Speech Pathologist and Diagnostician with the Special School District, Jim Ford is a Teacher/
Principal at Holy Rosary School. Their granddaughter Eliza loves Halloween!
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Meals Away from Home
by Teka Childress

Since Karen House opened we have had the tradition of
sharing food in one manner or another with our neighbors
who come to visit at the door. There were years when people
lined up to get the Kentucky Fried chicken that was delivered
twice a week and another couple of years where we were
the neighborhood pizzeria when Pantera’s donated crazy
amounts to us. Over the last several years we have been
receiving food from Trader Joe’s. Because of this extra food
and our awareness of our neighbors’ needs, we decided to
serve hot sit-down lunches. After our live-in Karen House
guests have eaten lunch, we invite in those who come by.
Recently, I sat down with two of the women, who join us
regularly, to ask them about this experience.
Ms. Barbara, an older woman who gives warm greetings
and smiles to all gathered, talked about why she comes. “I
can’t cook at home any more. I can’t bake.” That we offer
meals in her neighborhood is important to her, she noted.
She probably cannot travel like she once did. And, thanks
to some good cooks in the community, and Trader Joes'
food, she was also able to say, “I love the food.” Anyone
Photo by Teka Childress

What Ms. Barbara
may or may not realize is that her presence
lights up the room...

comes for the salads. She hasn’t come for lunch lately without asking me before she enters the room, “Do we have a
salad today?” What strikes me about this, is not only the
need that our company has for fresh vegetables, but also
the power, often taken from those without resources, to
have much control over what they eat. Sheree said she
comes because we have nutritious meals. “I want balanced
meals.” But, again, like all of us, Sheree points out that
in addition to the food, what matters about meals is the
gathering and the experience. “It’s a good experience and
I like it. They don’t rush you when you’re eating. They let
you sit and talk. If the weather’s bad they let you in early.
It’s cool all the way around.” So, once again, along with
the basics of good food, we are reminded that hospitality
includes the simplest of things, space, time, respect and a
place that is welcoming.

who knows Ms. Barbara, though, knows she not only comes
for the food, but for the companionship. “I come to talk to
the people and eat. It feels homey. And, sometimes after I
come, I stay a while because no one is home at my house.
Mostly I am alone.” What Ms. Barbara may or may not realize is that her presence lights up the room at Karen House,
so that those who join her for lunch are also not alone, and
in large part, because of her.
Sheree is a little younger than Ms. Barbara and even
though she didn’t say so directly, I happen to know, she

Teka Childress can be seen in our neighborhoood walking her big "puppy" Dopey (the sweetest 100 pound
shepherd mix you'll ever meet!)
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From the Mail Bag
To the Editors,
First off, let me tell you a little bit about myself. I'm a death
row inmate. I'm a 40 year old black man that's been in prison
since the young tender age of nineteen. I'm a very quiet person
that spends most of my time in my cell, reading newspapers or
magazines, anything that would yield some information about
the outside world...
Now that I'm forty I'm starting to notice my age. I can no
longer do the things I once did with ease. I'm starting to place
value on the reflection I stare at in the mirror....Although your
article [Teka's] speaks to women and about them, I feel we have
a lot in common....I want you to know that all women, young and
old alike, have value in my eyes...So keep on keeping on. I will
always keep you in my prayers. May you continue to fight the
good fight.
			
Sincerely yours, Cedric C.

KH may be pleased to know that when I think “Catholic Worker,”
I think first of women, in community with men.
			
Sincerely, Mary Beth Gallagher
To the Editors,
Will you please remove St. Mary of Victories Church from the
mailing list of your publication, The Round Table? It is definitely
not the kind of “Catholic” publication I would put out for my parishioners to read.
[Regarding your issue] Marching Towards a a Police State...it
riles me to see the U.S. being unjustly attacked as the 'imperialist'
Bad Guy of the 21st century world. You anti-American Americans
don't realize how lucky you are in this country! If you want a real
police state, try the kind of regimes your role model Angela Davis
has swooned over: Cuba, Vietnam, North Korea...
...Jenny Truax's article is entitled “Being White in a Police
State.” One of her main points involves a blatant manipulation
of language that seems better calculated to polarize and exacerbate, rather than mitigate, racial tension. Ms. Truax evidently
feels she can do much better than Webster's Dictionary: she pronounces dogmatically that “the definition of racism” is “racial
prejudice + power = racism”...From this, your columnist draws
the outrageous conclusion that “only white people can be racist.”
Ms Truax, grossly oversimplifying, assures us that this is because
“it is we [whites] who have institutional power. People of color
can be prejudiced but they cannot be racist, because they don't
have the institutional power.” (Silly me! I had this idea that the
White House was a leading bastion of “institutional power in this
country.) Of course, Webster's Dictionary nowhere mentions the
possession of “power” as the necessary element of “racism”. It
defines the word to mean doctrines, programs or practices that
discriminate or segregate on the basis of race, and also “feelings
or actions of hatred and bigotry toward a person or persons because of their race.” Fact is, white convicts are quite often victims of hatred and violence on the part of more numerous black
fellow-prisoners, precisely because of their race....Perhaps your
writer, who assures her readers of all races that anti-white prejudice is never racism, should talk to some of these whites.
Ms. Truax also speaks of various “oppressed” groups who are
allegedly “targeted” in our “police state”. She includes herself as
a victim: “As a lesbian, I also identify with the targeted group of
LGBTQ people.” Where on earth has Ms. Truax been since the
1990s? That boot changed feet years ago! ...”LGBTQ” people and
their fellow travelers are now firmly in power. They are the new
oppressors, and the new “targeted” group, as our U.S. Catholic
bishops have been widely proclaiming, is that of orthodox Christians and Jews (and others) who are increasingly fined, fired, silenced, ostracized, and marginalized as “homophobic haters”...
So once again, please stop sending us The Round Table. Sorry, but to me it's not genuinely Catholic.
		
Sincerely, Fr. Brian W. Harrison O.S.

To the Editors,
Your recent gutsy issue on sexism was articulate and challenging. Looking inward to find the unexamined sexism is painful,
just as it is exploring other oppressions. I have never believed in
what could be called the pink and blue traits of women and men,
that women are more nurturing, men more logical, women more
emotional, men tougher. I say that I never subscribed to this,
partly because I never fit the pink traits very well myself, even as
a young girl. And too many acquaintances’ personalities would
not stay in their proper boxes.
I do strive to be other-centered (Enneagram 2!), to take up
for people experiencing oppression. As Jenny points out, this
striving takes the focus off my own oppression as a woman. An
unintended consequence: the helping-others mindset and the
fighting-for-others activities distract me from the oppression of
my own kind. My failure to claim liberation for myself as a woman creates a sort of credibility gap, allowing others to say…are
they really oppressed, if they don’t even think so?
I have much to learn about my own internalized sexism, including unexamined preferences in spiritual and recreational life;
and unchallenged habits of relationship with some men close to
me. I like harmony (a pink trait); so calling out engrained patterns, especially with men, can seem not worth the stress. But
it’s the path to truth and liberation… Let’s go there!
I am hoping to begin to place myself in the boat with everyone else deserving respect and dignity, even though someone
could describe me as an elderly woman. WOW, that seems really
weird. But as Teka and Richard Rohr point out, the future path
for a woman with hard-earned gray hair, includes claiming liberation and letting go of power. When these two tasks converge,
something really beautiful will happen.
I am grateful to our local Catholic Worker community, started by women and supported by women along with men for many
decades. Since it is the Catholic Worker community I know best,
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From the Mail Bag
Author's Response

Dear Fr. Brian,
Thank you for your letter—although we have differing views,
it was nice for our committee to see how closely you read the issue! I have some responses I'd like to share.
You note that the Webster dictionary does not include
the component of power in their definition of racism, and that
therefore racism in fact has no relationships to power (aka, that
it's essentially the same as racial prejudice.) You're right that the
definition I include (racism=power+prejudice) can't be found in
Webster. Why the divergence? Well, all definitions are created
by flawed people with unique lenses. Webster and Oxford seek
to articulate the “socially accepted” understanding of a word; at
the time “racism” was entered into the dictionary (in the 1930s, it
replaced “racialism”), these editors were all white males. Acknowledging this fact must be part of our analysis; because of America’s
long history of racism, the term “racism” itself is one of the hardest
words for us to agree on. The definition I used came from organizations seeking to challenge racism. Across the board these groups
consistently name power as
an essential element of racism. Rather than oversimplifying things, this definition is
more realistic and nuanced.
Racism has evolved as a tool
to oppress people – to dehumanize groups of people
so that others could exploit
them. The genocide of Native
Americans, enslavement of
Africans, human trafficking,
sweatshops and draconian immigration laws have all served
to limit one group while bolstering whites. Racism goes
Graphic:
beyond individual prejudice
(an attitude, that as you point out, can and does lead to raciallymotivated violence). It occurs at an individual, institutional and
cultural level, functioning to defend white privilege and power
politically, economically, culturally and religiously. It's inherently
tied to the concepts of oppression and power, even if Webster
doesn't say so.
This leads me to your second major point. You say that
LGBTQ people are the new oppressors with the power, and that
it is orthodox folks who are now the “targeted” group. In both
these points- discussing the definition of racism, and the role of
LGBTQ folks - you are using a common distancing behavior that
mis-characterizes white folks, and heterosexual folks, as powerless
victims. Whites and heterosexuals are the power holders in this
country (yes, even though there is an African American man in

the presidency- the fact that there are exceptions to this rule
does not make it untrue).
I am not talking about a popularity contest, what the
media is saying, or who is getting bad mouthed. I'm talking
about access to basic human rights like health care, marriage,
and education. I'm talking about hate crimes, incarceration
rates between races, accumulated wealth, and conversely, who
the decision makers are. What demographic is most present
in the leadership of Fortune 500 companies and government
leadership? (For example, women are 51% of the population
and 19% of Congressional leaders, while people of color are
36% of the population and only 16% of Congressional leaders.)
I don't think that heterosexual white men top the list of victims
of hate crimes or are missing from the leadership of most Christian churches or CEO positions. Whites are not the systemic
victims of individual, institutional and cultural racism. I've not
seen many lesbians or trans* folks given automatic access to
positions of power in the tradition of the “Old Boys Club”. It's
essential to look at these
rights and privileges, to
see who has the access
to them, who makes the
decisions about them,
and who benefits from
controlling them. For
hundreds of years, whites
benefited from the free
labor of slavery; currently,
men benefit from unequal pay scales that pay
women and people of
color less. Power is an
essential element in all
these
cases.
The Challenging White Supremacy Workshop
I'm sorry that you won't
display The Round Table in your parish. We, and hundreds of
other houses throughout the country seek to put the principles of Catholic Social Teaching in action, promoting peace,
the rights of workers, the common good, human dignity and
solidarity. We're not perfect, and are all on different journeys
of learning. We can only try, through these pages, to amplify
the voices of our guests, and challenge the seeds of oppression
in ourselves and in society. Thanks for your letter.
		
-Jenny Truax
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[Trans* (with an asterisk) is an umbrella term used to
encompass a wide array of gender identities and expressions
including transgender, genderqueer, bigender and more.]

From Karen House
by Jenny Truax

When I envisioned joining the Karen House (KH) community at the tender age of 21, I imagined excitement, meaningful
relationships with guests, and inspiration from the Catholic
Worker community. Part of me was craving the intensity of this
type of life, seeking to flee the malaise
that can be a part of a middle class
upbringing. What I didn’t anticipate
was giving talks—dozens and dozens of
talks—to Confirmation classes.
Karen House would quite literally
fall down without volunteers. The community, cooks, and housetakers that
support the house are all volunteers.
Without these individuals and groups,
the trash and recycling would fall into
the hallways. The bills would go unpaid,
the phone would go unanswered, and
dinner uncooked. Therefore, a large
part of the KH community’s work involves coordinating these volunteers:
high schoolers and college students
needing service hours, Confirmation
classes, cooks, housetakers, folks who
drop in because they have heard of
the Worker, and even potential new
community members. The work, conversation and energy that goes into this
part of running Karen House is significant, but sometimes not
immediately apparent. Everyone in community lives into this
reality--that the doing of Karen House is always accompanied
by the telling of Karen House.
It’s both an art and a process for community members first
to learn about Catholic Worker principles, and then to learn
to apply them to current issues for 8th grade confirmation
students, to retiree housetakers, and for friendly RoundTable
readers. Recently, I’ve been part of conversations describing
our decision-making structure (which is non-hierarchical
and consensus-based) to a lawyer, our donation system to
an accountant (which simply depends on our reader’s and
supporter’s generosity), and our opposition to the military
industrial complex to Boeing employees who want to cook
dinner. The other day, I heard Colleen explaining our embrace
of LGBTQ people to a puzzled Catholic seminarian.
These conversations, talks, Round Table articles and cor-

respondences can be inspiring, terrifying, exhausting, recharging, and/or daunting. They are not just lectures—they are two
way dialogues; a sharing of experiences and ideas. Just as I
start to think of Karen House as ‘the’ way, I hear a volunteer
in the clothing room talking about caring
for her terminally ill mother, or a dinner
cook sharing about his struggles with
depression. These conversations help
us to see the bigger world, the context
in which Karen House lives and grows.
They also help us clarify our thoughts,
no matter how long we’ve been here.
Newer community members learn about
the Catholic Worker philosophy this way,
while old-timers are called back to the
basics, renewing their energy and passion for the philosophy, life, and work.
After giving a talk, it is not uncommon to
hear a community member say, “I LOVE
this house!” or “I LOVE the Worker!”
At the same time, these conversations can come at a cost. We both want
to discuss our ideas with love, openness,
and understanding, and sometimes we
just want to have coffee in our pajamas
and hang out. At times these two desires are not convergent. It can also be
hard to regularly hear what our community might be doing
wrong, how our ideas might not be practical, or how we are
not meeting a certain person’s needs of us. Part of our learning is to gracefully hear others’ truths and experiences while
humbly articulating our own, with an eye toward balance,
good boundaries, compassion, and understanding.
Marianne Williamson says that “Our greatest tool for
changing the world is our capacity to change our mind about
the world.” Volunteers in and out of the Karen House are here
in order to be changed: to discover new relationships, to challenge our comfort zones, and to grow in previously unimaginable ways. Through these scary and wonderful conversations,
we can open up even more, witness wonderful generosity
and wisdom, and learn to love even more expansively than
we would have guessed. We can change our minds about the
world, and truly, change the world.

Jenny Truax can't decide what to put on her Christmas list—a Star Trek badge, lightsaber lessons, or Battlestar
Galactica uniform. She's suspects it doesn't really matter...
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From Kabat House
by Mark Becker

It is a joy to be living in the time of the changing of the
foundation of mutual love, respect and admiration which he’s
leaves, the quickening of the wind and the shortening of our
so patiently built in his time with us on the Northside. James
days; everything pointing us to rest, to reflect, to grow. Change
is inspiring and encouraging all of us with his leadership in
is with us, to be certain. You might notice that should you
working against racism and his ability to deeply savor a good
stop by Kabat House for a visit. You would see a beautiful new
science-fiction book. He’s dreaming of using his winter break
chimney and upper-west wall built with great care and skill
from teaching to write songs for his folk-punk band, to think
by Ben and William. You would see Finn around a lot, learnbig and bold for his next year as a garden educator and to ening archaeology, math, writing, woodworking and Spanish
joy all the amazing food he helped to grow at New Roots this
from all of the people who care for him; otherwise known as
season. Mary is challenging herself to play a decisive role in
“home-schooling.” You would see Carolyn enjoying her life as
ending all oppression, create a life-sustaining culture and feel
a mother, teacher and social visionary who plays a central part
completely pleased about herself in everyway. She’s thinking
in helping create fun with kids in our neighborhood and makof moving on from her job as a yoga teacher to free up time
ing friendships with their
to make a living growing good
families. And you’d meet
food and making great soap.
me, Jason and Jose, the
And Danny is enjoying getting
three newest folks on the
more sleep, thinking of how
block. I came to St. Louis in
to set up his life to eat locally
need of healing, inspiration
and otherwise feel vital, alive
and banjo lessons. Jason
and powerful. His role modelcame to us with an already
ing of prioritizing personal
rich history of working with
wellness is contributing to
radical projects. He’s lookthe wellbeing of everyone in
ing forward to a (potentialhis life.
ly permanent?) sabbatical
All in all, this is a time of
from his college education
reinvention. We’ve restructo dive more deeply into
tured our meeting times to
community living, working
be more focused on helping
with his hands, mastering
each other achieve our goals
And about that invitation to stop by, do it, seriously. We’d love to see you. as well as reading through the
the guitar and making wonPhoto by: Ashleigh Packard
derful noises late into the
Witnessing Whiteness book.
night in the kitchen preservIt is one tool among many we
ing, cooking, or otherwise making deliciousness from food he’s
are using to challenge, encourage and support each other in
helped to grow. Jose comes to us by way of Los Angeles and
playing decisive and creative roles in ending racism and the
is already making a great home for himself. He’s dreaming of
resulting oppressive society that keeps communities of all
going to school to become an addictions counselor and has
kinds from recognizing their common interests in seeing that
been inspiring all of us to eat more authentic Mexican cooking.
mistreatment of any kind be eliminated from our lives, and
His curiosity and genuineness is a gift to everyone he meets.
that safety, wellbeing and health be restored to our environWilliam has been greatly enjoying having someone else to
ment and our planet.
speak really fast Spanish with.
And about that invitation to stop by, do it, seriously. We’d
We will be feeling Ben Schartman’s absence deeply as he
love to see you. It will be the perfect occasion to cook up one
makes his transition to Columbia, MO in the coming months.
of the pig heads we have waiting in the freezer.
He’s planning on having a great, big life, full of the joy and
challenge of learning to be a parent, a partner, a craftsman and
a community builder. He’ll certainly be building on the strong

Mark Becker is learning a lot about how to heal his back. You’ll find him in the early hours of the morning rubbing
his back with tennis balls, water bottles and PVC pipes. And if you ask, he’ll play you his new favorite square dance
tune, Missouri Mud.
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Catholic Worker Thought & Action
A Series of Commitments
by Colleen Kelly
It’s been five and a half years since I moved into Karen
House. In more ways than one, it’s been a revolutionary experience for me. I’m pretty slow to make decisions and moving
into the Worker was no exception. I volunteered for a full year
before moving in and then after deciding to move in, waited
another five months. And then after I moved in, I kept my
apartment for three months. After moving in though, I fell in
love with the Worker almost immediately. It fit. I enjoyed the
“no barriers” engagement with our guests, so different from
all of the rules from social service agencies. I loved communal
life that was filled with conversations about ideals and visions
of a better world.
However, living in the Catholic Worker has been a series of
commitments, not just the initial one of moving in. Like most
love affairs, after the euphoric feeling fades and the realization
that it’s not perfect begins to sink in. You start weighing the
good with the bad. So far the good has always outweighed the
cracks within Karen House for me.
One of the questions I’ve been sitting with lately is how
one lasts for a long time in the Worker. I turned 35 earlier this
year. I don’t worry very much about getting older, because with
every year I become more comfortable in my skin. However, for
some reason this birthday made me anxious. I began to look at
my life and started to have this inkling that eventually I’m going
to run out of time to do stuff. What stuff, I had no idea. (And I
know 35 isn’t old, but it’s no longer considered “young”, in fact,
it’s often bumped up to a different box when checking off ages
on forms.) I know I love being a Catholic Worker. I know I love
the ideals of the movement and how it is not confined to one
concept or definition of that ideal. It stretches and moves and
is shaped by the current community. In a world of bureaucracy,
laws, and rules, it’s amazing to find a place where so much fluidity exists and a place that explores new ideas that challenge
the status quo even within our our houses—while still holding
to the vision that love can be held at the core.
Yet, I’ve been wondering, can I live in Karen House for another five years? I love stability and knowing what to expect.
The in-house community members that lived here when I
moved in have all moved out (except for Timmy!) The nature of
our hospitality is also temporary, which means guests change
often also. Volunteers come and go, although some have been
here far longer than me. I’m grateful for all of the wonderful
people I get to come into contact with within the walls of Karen

House. Yet, I’m noticing after five years, (and add in my work as
a community organizer,) it’s a challenge to maintain and hold
that many relationships while still holding space for myself and
family and friends.
When I look around at the broader Catholic Worker movement, I see that a lot of long term Workers no longer live in
houses that do overnight hospitality. Many have carved niches
nearby or have separate space. I don’t feel ready to not live
at Karen House, but I am recognizing that a constantly changing space might not be in my “forever future.” I have no plans
nor desire to leave but I’m wondering how to settle in to the
future in a way that gives space to have time for life giving relationships, to guests I’ve connected with, to community members I’ve developed intimate relationships with, to family and
friends that are not part of this Catholic Worker life, while still
having the energy to engage with new ideas and new relationships that are constantly growing out of Karen House.
Luckily for me there is this beautiful world of teachers and
learners within the Catholic Worker networks of support, wisdom, affirmation and offerings of hidden spaces. And, it’s been
somewhat gratifying to be currently reading Loaves and Fishes.
All of the tensions and questions that I experience are not new,
but have been experienced since the beginning of the Catholic
Worker. For some, seeing a long history of the same struggles
might feel hopeless, but for me it feels comforting to know that
I’m within that history and part of that path of trying to figure
it out. It leaves me incredibly grateful.

Colleen Kelly did something rare among Catholic Workers—she took part in a political effort that was successful.
She and a number of others forced Veolia to withdraw their bid to privatize the City's water. And she also knows
how to have fun—hanging out with her nephew, Ben.
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Christmas Eve Mass at Karen House - Here’s the
Scoop!
Mass will be held in the dining room at Karen House at
11pm on Christmas Eve with some desserts afterward.
Please join us.
Karen House Updates
By this spring, we hope to replace our slate
roof, repair our gutters, replace half of our
flat roof, and finish refurbishing our windows. (Whew!) We will be able to do this
work with your help, along with two generous donations we received this past year.
Thanks for your support in keeping our
building warm, dry, and in good shape.
The Karen House Bike Shop
...can always use donations of bikes, helmets, locks, and other bicycle accessories!
Karen House Needs
Coffee (Fair Trade preferred), large heavy blankets, all
hygiene items, toilet paper, and sugar.

Tuesday Liturgies at Karen House! (New Time!)
After a long process of discernment, the Catholic Worker community is unveiling a new community-led liturgy! It will still take
place on Tuesday nights, but now at 7:30pm. The liturgy includes
readings, music, sharing, prayer, and reflection. We've intentionally planned it to be inclusive to people of all faiths, and we hope
you'll join us this Tuesday and thereafter to pray
together!
More Christmas Info!!
We are asking solely for monetary donations to
our Christmas fund or for gift cards to Circle of
Knowledge (circleofknowledge.com 314-8215150), Walgreens, and Target. We won't be
taking toy donations; the money and gift cards
allow a more personalized Christmas, where our
guests can pick out gifts for their own children
and each other. We also welcome bus passes,
movie passes, and Ameren and Laclede gift cards.
Folks can drop donations of money or gift cards off any
time between 8am and 10pm by December 22nd, or donate
anytime via the “Support Karen House” page on our website,
www.karenhousecw.org. Thank you!

We welcome your donations and participation!
As Catholic Workers, our hospitality to the homeless is part of an integrated lifestyle of
simplicity, service, and resistance to oppression, all of which is inherently political. For this
reason, we are not a tax-exempt organization. Furthermore, we seek to create an alternative
culture where giving is celebrated and human needs are met directly through close personal
relationships. Thus, all of our funding comes from individuals like you who share yourself and
your funds so that this work can go on. us, all of our funding comes from individuals like you
who share yourself and your funds so that this work can go on.

